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Abstract

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is thede factointerdomain routing protocol on the Internet.
While the serious vulnerabilities of BGP are well known, no security solution has been widely deployed.
The lack of adoption is largely caused by a failure to find a balance between deployability, cost, and se-
curity. In this paper, we consider the design and performance of BGP path authentication constructions
that limit resource costs by exploiting route stability. Based on a year-long study of BGP traffic and indi-
rectly supported by findings within the networking community, we observe that routing paths are highly
stable. This observation leads to comprehensive and efficient constructions for path authentication. We
empirically analyze the resource consumption of the proposed constructions via trace-based simulations.
This latter study indicates that our constructions can reduce validation costs by as much as 97.3% over
existing proposals while requiring nominal storage resources. We conclude by considering operational
issues related to incremental deployment of our solution.
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1 Introduction

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [39, 38] is the dominant interdomain routing protocol on the Internet.

BGP establishes and maintains associations between IP addressprefixes[35] (addresses) and source specific

paths to the autonomous systems (networks) in which they reside. Each AS selects the best paths based on

the advertised paths and routing policy. However, the BGP protocol is largely devoid of any security [34, 43,

1, 27, 32, 4]. One critical vulnerability resulting from this lack of security allows an adversary to manipulate

paths, adversely affecting the ways that destinations are routedto. There are ancillary attacks that are as

dangerous as those which attack routing path selection. Because of a lack of security services, adversaries

are free to subvert the Internet interdomain routing infrastructure and through it, manipulate the underlying

IP traffic. For example, addresses can be made unavailable (by mounting a denial of service attack), and

traffic can be rerouted through malicious networks and monitored (an attack on traffic confidentiality), or

directly altered (an attack on integrity). Because these attacks threaten the basic transport on which all

network communication relies, many regard this as one of themost vital security vulnerabilities on the

Internet.

While many approaches have been proposed to address BGP security [43, 17, 30, 47, 5, 8, 18, 45, 44, 46,

52], none have been widely deployed. The lack of adoption is largely caused by a failure by the community

to find an acceptable balance between cost and security. For example, the S-BGP protocol [17] offers com-

prehensive security by authenticating routing artifacts (e.g., prefix and path advertisements, withdrawals,

etc.) using asymmetric cryptography. However, the computational and storage costs of performing strong

S-BGP style authentication are viewed to be prohibitive in many environments [5, 31, 9, 46]. Recent works

in BGP have sought optimizations that reduce these costs. For example, among others, these works have

used advanced cryptography [8, 9], out-of-band security [5], relaxed guarantees [30], or address usage pat-

terns [21] to reduce security costs. In recent work, Zhao et al. exploited the structure of the BGP protocol to

implement an AS-local optimization for path validation [52]. This tuning of cryptography to match protocol

behavior in conjunction with advanced cryptographic techniques was notable in that it significantly reduced

costs over techniques like S-BGP. This work takes a similar approach, but instead attempts to exploit the

global use of BGP.

We argue throughout that optimizations that flow from commonprotocol use are most likely to be

effective. Our analysis of a year of global BGP traffic, supported indirectly by studies of BGP traffic [46, 3,
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29, 22, 40], indicates a large degree ofpath stability. That is, most paths remain stable for extended periods

and few “new” paths are seen. We study the 40 Route Views listening points [25], and found that in the

average case, less than 2% of prefixes were advertised using more than 10 paths, and less than 0.06% were

advertised with more than 20 paths during a single month.

The observed limited diversity and high stability of BGP paths allows us to explore a range of efficient

cryptographic structures for path authentication. We develop a formal model of path authentication in BGP.

We define and prove the security of our novel and efficient solutions under this model. Our authentication

proof systems indicate the set of paths that an AS will announce during its lifetime. Associated with each

path is a collection ofsuccinct validation proofs, represented astokensand released by the AS as evidence

of its authenticity. Token validation is amortized over allproofs associated with that prefix. ASes using

these constructions create long-lifetime cryptographic proof systems [24, 28] that validate all paths that they

are likely to advertise. Efficiently validatable tokens reflecting current best paths are derived from these

proof systems and distributed throughout the Internet. In this way, the costs of heavyweight cryptographic

operations are amortized over many validations.

We further compare the computational cost of our solutions against other BGP security solutions via

trace-based simulation. Our simulations demonstrate thatour techniques reduce the costs through reducing

signature validations by up to 97.3% over proposed solutions, and the storage costs at validating ASes are

nominal. Note that schemes such as signature amortization,proposed by Zhao et al., and SPV [9], optimize

BGP in ways orthogonal to our solutions, and incorporating them could lead to even greater reductions in

computational costs. However, we defer the analysis of the joint advantage of these solutions to future work.

We begin in the following section by outlining the operationand security requirements of BGP.

2 Interdomain Routing

BGP provides two essential services1: the mapping of address prefixes (e.g.,192.168.0.0/16) onto the

ASes that own them, and the construction of source specific paths to each reachable prefix. The interdomain

routing topology is defined by physical links between adjacent ASes. Each ASoriginates the prefixes

associated with a network by identifying and enumerating them in an UPDATE message sent to its neighbors

1Throughout we refer to the AS to AS communication protocoleBGPgenerically as BGP. The intra-ASiBGPprotocol governs
the way in which eBGP speaking edge-routers within an AS exchange routing information. iBGP is explictly outside the scope of
this work.
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Figure 1: BGP Path discovery - AS5 originates the prefixp by announcing it to its neighbors (e.g., AS4).
AS4 further propagates the prefix to its neighbors AS2 and AS3 after prepending its AS number to the
prefix. AS1 (highlighted) receives routes from AS2 and AS3, and selects the best route ({2 5}), which is
then propagated further (to AS0 and others).

(adjacent ASes). Received announcements are recursively concatenated with local AS numbers [11] and

propagated, AS by AS, to form a routing path. This path (also called aroute) is used to forward network

traffic to the origin. Note that an AS may receive many paths for a single prefix. The AS identifies the “best”

path using thepath selection algorithm. The selection algorithm determines the best route by evaluating path

length, policy, and other factors. Only the selected best path is propagated. IP traffic is routed, hop-by-hop,

based on the best path known by the AS. Figure 1 illustrates route advertisement and path selection.

Which route represents the best path is re-evaluated each time a new route for a prefix is received.

Suppression of non-best routes prevents undesirable routes from polluting the larger Internet, and is a key

ingredient to the scalability of BGP. Recursive propagation of best routes ensures that every AS on the

Internet acquires a route for every reachable prefix. A routeis withdrawnwhen the AS discovers that the

prefix is no longer reachable.

The ubiquity of BGP is also one of its greatest weaknesses. The number of ASes and complexity of

their interaction affords an adversary opportunities to monitor, disrupt, or manipulate the routing process.

The Routing Protocol Security (rpsec) working group of the IETF postulate a universe of possible effects of

routing vulnerabilities [2]. Traffic congestion, black-holing, routing loops, slowed or prevented convergence,

instability, traffic eavesdropping, network partitioning, and increased delay were deemed the most damaging

consequences. The group’s analysis led to a statement of general routing security requirements [37], and

more specifically, to requirements for BGP security [27]. Weconsider the vulnerabilities germane to current
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work below and review broader classes of vulnerabilities and solutions in Section 7.

BGP security concerns are often classified by the three broadcategories of data exchanged [32, 4]:

signaling, prefix origins, and paths. Attacks on BGP signaling frustrate the session by incorrectly reporting

errors, masquerading as other entities, or by consuming thevictim’s resources [27]. Authenticating an AS’s

right to advertise (originate) a prefix is essential to securing BGP. Failure to perform this authentication

invites prefix hijacking: an adversary can steal address space simply by advertising it [17, 42, 21].

This paper investigatespath authentication. Hu et al. identified the following classes of path attacks [9]:

(a) path forgery- the adversary may attempt to forge paths in order to influence packet routing, (b) path

modification- an adversary may add, remove, or alter data in the path or policy, (c) denial of service- an ad-

versary consumes a victim’s resources by sending spurious routes, and (d) worm-holing- in which colluding

adversaries create false AS to AS links. Note that the first two classes are attacks, whereas the second two

could be more accurately classified as consequences. Moreover, worm-holingis less of an attack on paths,

but more of an attack on the topology. The false topology generated can be used to introduce incorrect paths,

even if a path validation approach is perfectly implementedand deployed. With the exception of soBGP [30]

(see Section 7), few security proposals address worm-holing, as it requires validation of BGP peering.

If an adversary can forge or modify routes, then it canblack-holetraffic routed to it. To accomplish

this, the adversary announces a highly desirable route thatis incident to the path, e.g., by advertising a

very short path. Traffic flowing to that prefix will be routed tothe adversary and filtered. If the adversary

wants to destabilize the network while remaining relatively clandestine, it can randomly drop a percentage

of the traffic (calledgrey-holing). Note that it takes few drops to vastly reduce the throughput between

the victim and the destination: each drop causes the congestion control algorithm to aggressively throttle

traffic [36]. Connection recovery is slow, and the attacker gains advantage with little effort [50]. Paths may

also be manipulated to route traffic through malicious ASes for monitoring [4]. That is, if an adversary can

redirect traffic (as above), then it can monitor, record, or even modify that traffic as it transits its network.

Furthermore, an AS’s ability to filter or rapidly advertise and withdraw advertisements leads to a range of

DoS attacks [27, 49] that may easily render targeted networks unreachable.
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3 Path Validation Constructions and Formalisms

In this section, we define what we mean by attestations and route attestation tags and formally state their

security properties. Route attestation tags are very similar to route attestations as defined in [17, 16, 15] with

several minor differences highlighted in this section. We assume that the reader has a general familiarity

with cryptographic primitives such as hash chains, hash tables and digital signatures. These constructions

are explored in greater detail later in the section. We beginin the following subsection with a brief overview

of our approach to path authentication, and continue with a formal description of its semantics, operation,

and security.

3.1 Path Validation Constructions

We begin by introducing constructions for path authentication that will be subsequently examined and eval-

uated throughout the rest of the paper. As indicated in the previous section, any solution that secures the

path must provide at least the following simplified guarantees: an AS receiving a route must be able toa)

authenticate the source of an advertisement,b) authenticate that the ASes in the path advertised the sub-paths

in the order which they are listed (i.e., no ASes were added orremoved), andc) validate the times at which

each of the (sub)advertisements occurred. Note that in reality the security guarantees are somewhat more

subtle, but these definitions are sufficient to motivate the following discussion.

Consider S-BGP attestations [17]. As shown in figure 1, a BGP speaker sending a route announcement

to its peer signs each announcement as it propagates across the network. If the path to a given network prefix

changes, a new announcement is signed and sent to the peer. For example, assume that prefixP , originated

by AS 5, is being advertised by AS 1, which knows two paths to the destination:{2 5} and{3 4 5}2. In the

first time period, the attestation issued by AS 1 will be

[P, {2 5}, t1]S2

If, in the next time period, there is a link failure between AS5 and AS 2, AS 2 will readvertise its optimal

route as{2 4 5}. AS 1 will now arbitrarily pick between this route and{3 4 5}. If we assume that{3 4 5}

is chosen then the attestation in this time period will be

2We apply the convention that paths grow from right to left, with the originating AS occupying the rightmost value in the path
vector.
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[P, {3 4 5}, t2]S3

If there is a link problem between AS 3 and AS 4 in the next time period, the route advertised by AS 1 will

now be

[P, {2 4 5}, t3]S2

whereSn represents a digital signature issued for the route attestation by ASn. The signature authenticates

AS 1 as being the verifiable source of the announcement. S-BGPannouncements are recursively signed:

signed attestation proves not only that the peer vouches forthe path, but that each hop in the path also

vouches for the included sub-path. For example, assume at time tn that AS 1 receives the path{2 5}; in

reality, the received attestation will have the logical form

[[[P, {5}, tn−2]S5
]P, {2 5}, tn−1]S2

as originating AS 5 initially signs the path and AS 2 signs that original attestation and itself as part of the

path vector for prefixP . When AS 1 advertises this route, it will cumulatively sign over the other attestations

and the new path vector, as follows:

[[[[[P, {5}, tn−2]S5
]P, {2 5}, tn−1]S2

]P, {1 2 5}, tn]S1

In this manner, the path can be recursively verified by validating each AS path signature back to the route

origin. Finally, because the timestamp of each announcement is included, replay attacks are avoided. Thus,

S-BGP attestations meet the requirements for path authentication.

It is obvious to see that these attestations can be costly in practice: there are currently over 200,000

prefixes being advertised by 22,000 ASes in the Internet [10]. This can lead to huge numbers of signatures

and validations at each AS. We now introduce several novel approaches that attempt to mitigate these costs.

One opportunity to optimize cost is through signature aggregation. For example, we can exploit the

fact that paths are stable: only a few paths are likely to be advertised for most prefixes. We propose that

a hash chain[20] be initially generated for each distinct path associated with a particular prefix. The first

value generated for each path is sent to the peer, with the entire message signed. Anauthentication token
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consisting of the next value in the hash chain for the new pathis sent to the peer whenever a different route

is advertised. The peer hashes the token forward to verify that it arrives at the anchor value of the hash

chain. Hashing is approximately three orders of magnitude faster than a signature validation in software [9].

Thus, validation costs are greatly reduced. When the hash chain has been exhausted, a new announcement

containing all paths and the signed tokens is sent to the BGP peer. Returning to the previous example, AS 1

sends all its paths in a single list, along with the tokens representing the hash chain anchors as follows:



















P, {2 5}, h365(x1)

P, {2 4 5}, h365(x2)

P, {3 4 5}, h365(x3)

P, {3 4 2 5}, h365(x4)



















S1

wherex1, x2, x3, andx4 are the randomly-generated seed values for the hash chains for the paths{2 5},

{2 4 5}, {3 4 5} and{3 4 2 5}, respectively,hn(x) represents a hash chain of lengthn with seedx, and

the hash chain length of 365 is an example construction parameter, e.g., representing a chain that generates

a token once a day for a year.3 At time tn, the authentication token associated with that time periodis sent

that represents the route advertised at that time:

t1 → h365−1(x1)

t2 → h365−2(x2)

t3 → h365−3(x3)

The token provides replay protection due to the infeasibility of generating a token representing a later time

value. Note that these three authentication tokens fulfill the same security guarantees as their equivalent S-

BGP attestations, i.e.,t1 → h365−1(x1) has the equivalent security guarantees to[P{2 5}, t1]S2
, etc. There

is a minor security loss that is contingent on the size of the construction parameter. Because a signature is

only generated when the hash chain is exhausted, a maliciouspeer can advertise any of the paths sent in

the aggregate signature with the appropriate authentication token, regardless of whether it is optimal. There

3AS 1 also transmits lists received from each previous peer and onion-signs those attestations as in the S-BGP example. We
omit the full details for clarity.
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h(A+B) h(C+D)

h(h(A+B)+h(C+D))

E F G H

h(E+F) h(G+H)

h(h(E+F)+h(G+H))

h((h(A+B)+h(C+D))+h(h(E+F)+h(G+H)))

{2 5} {2 4 5} {3 4 5} {3 4 2 5} . . .

Figure 2: Tree construction for path aggregation. As in the list construction, we assume that A has been
selected as representing the optimal path. Only the black nodes are hashed, and only the root is signed.
There are⌈log2 n⌉ hashes that need to be computed forn leaves of the tree.

is no validation of routes until the next signature is generated. For example, a peer advertising patha and

subsequently advertising pathb can again advertisea even if it has been withdrawn by an upstream peer.

However, a peer can always suppress an advertisement with any variant of BGP; the additional threat posed

by an attacker advertising a pre-existing, validated path is minimal. The window for these threats can be

reduced by making the construction parameter smaller, at the cost of having to generate signatures more

frequently.

An advertising AS forwards not only the authentication tokens for its advertisement, but also tokens it

received for the included sub-paths. This provides both verification of the peer announcement and recursive

validation of all encompassed announcements back to the origin AS. In this way, the approach achieves

similar security guarantees to that of S-BGP attestation: paths cannot be forged, sub-routes can be validated,

and the timing of the announcements can be validated.

While the preceding construction mitigates the computational costs of recursively signed advertisements,

it introduces other resource costs. Because each signed list contains all paths associated with a given prefix,

the bandwidth and storage costs associated with processingthese lists may be prohibitive. For example,

current routers have exceedingly small amounts of available main memory [26], and hard-disks induce

considerably higher access latencies and often fall victimto more frequent failures.

As has been demonstrated in many domains, transmission and storage costs associated with authen-

ticated material can be mitigated by using cryptographic proof systems, e.g., Merkle hash trees [24] and

authenticated dictionaries [28, 6]. Our tree path authentication construction is based on the Merkle hash

tree. In this construction, asuccinctset-membership proof is generated by the announcing peer; as shown in

Figure 2, each advertised path forms a leaf in the Merkle tree. When a path is announced, only a hash of the

leaf’s sibling, the parent’s sibling, etc., up to the root node, are required. The root of the tree is signed. The
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computational costs are slightly greater than with the listconstruction, as a number of hashes proportional to

the height of the tree must be computed by the peer receiving the path announcement; however, because of

the very low cost of hashing, the extra effort is minimal. Hence, the tree construction provides an attractive

balance between computational, storage, and bandwidth costs. Generation of hash chains for paths follows

the same process as with the list construction; the leaves ofthe hash tree are associated with the generated

hash tree value, such that only the authentication token is necessary to be sent for each route announcement.

We now consider a number of alternate constructions based onhow paths are aggregated. In each

case, hash chains are generated for each path as described above. However, we construct a different tree

whose structure relates to how aggregation is performed, tofurther amortize costs and exploit different

computational and storage trade-offs. We refer to the approach described above as theprefixscheme: the AS

constructs a tree where the leaves represent all of the distinct paths it advertises for that prefix. By contrast,

in the origin scheme, the AS constructs a tree where the leaves represent all of the distinct (prefix,paths)

pairs it advertises with the given origin AS. Theall AS construction creates a single tree where the leaves

represent all the paths the AS historically advertises. Onecan view these approaches as simply as different

partionings of the paths an AS may advertise: theprefix scheme creates a tree with all the paths for each

unique prefix, theorigin scheme creates a tree for every unique AS that originates a prefix, and theall creates

a single tree for all the advertisements that the AS emits.

Note that in both the list and tree structures, if a new announcement is received that contains a previously

unseen new path, representing a new path to a given prefix, theannouncement is sent to peers as an S-BGP

type route attestation. When the aggregate constructions are resent to peers, this new path will be part of the

aggregation. Hence, in the degenerate case where all advertised paths are new, the scheme reverts to S-BGP

style advertisements.

We consider the stability of path advertisements in section4. The degree to which paths are stable will

determine how well the optimizations perform in practice. We explore the computational overheads of our

proposed approaches via trace-based simulation in section5. While our scheme does not explicitly address

optimizations such as enumerating peer routes with bit vectors as shown in [52], as they are orthogonal to

our goals, such methods can be employed to further reduce validation costs.
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3.2 Attestations and Route Attestation Tags

In previous works, route attestations were defined as a sequence of statements signed by routers using public

key signatures. Our route attestation tags are also a sequence of attestations by routers, but here we allow

the attestations to be more general public key authentication methods. In particular, an attestation may be

either a signature or aset-membership proof. Set-membership proofs are essentially signatures of Merkle

hash trees [24].

We first state several definitions that will be used below. We then state formally the definition of a set-

membership proof, its definition of security, and several examples. Next, we define aroute attestation tagor

RAT as a sequence of attestations. Finally, we describe our scheme, as well as the schemes of S-BGP [17]

and Nicol et al.[31] as instantiations of the general set-up. These descriptions are used in the subsequent

sections, where the performance tradeoffs of these schemesare empirically analyzed.

Note that Zhao et al. [52] incorportate the signature amortization scheme from Nicol et al., but also

include aggregate signatures as an additional optimization. Aggregate signatures can shorten the size of

signatures and reduce memory footprints, but do not aid in relieving the computational burden of signatures

and validations; accordingly, we strictly consider the signature-amortization element of this work. Our

scheme may also benefit in terms of memory usage from aggregate signatures, but the implication of their

use is left for future work.

The formalization below is general enough to capture not only our proposed schemes but the S-BGP

scheme and the scheme of Nicol et al. as well. At the same time,it is specific enough to allow for a

precise definition of existential forgery of a route announcement and a reduction to the security of standard

cryptographic primitives. Most of the material in this section is based on prior work but the impetus is

to formalize the ideas sufficiently to present formal definitions of validity and proofs of security. As seen

repeatedly in security research, there is value in having formal definitions of security and using them to

reduce the security of one primitive to another.

3.3 Notation

Let ASN = {1, . . . , 216 − 1} be the set of all unique identifiers for an Autonomous System.These are

the so-called Autonomous System Numbers. AnAS pathis a sequence, possibly empty, of AS numbers.

Given a pathp ∈ ASN ∗, let pi, i ≥ 1, denote theith element in the sequence. Furthermore, letp≤

i , i ≥ 1,
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denote the subsequence of the firsti elements ofp. For example, ifp = (23, 1708, 229), thenp2 = 1708

andp≤

2
= (23, 1708).

In BGP, AS padding is allowed. That is, a legitimate AS path can have a sequence of consecutive values

that are identical. This is equivalent to saying that BGP allows paths with self loops (but not other kinds of

loops). We call a pathalmost simpleif it has no loops except for self loops.

Let G = (ASN , E) denote the AS graph. A pair of AS numbers(a1, a2) is in E if AS a1 and ASa2

have a service level agreement (SLA) to be eBGP neighbors. Note thatE does not capture which pairs of

ASes have active eBGP sessions between routers at the current time. That is, if(a1, a2) is in E , there may

be no current eBGP session between a router ina1 and a router ina2. Nonetheless, the edge in the graphG

is maintained as long as the neighbors have an eBGP SLA. A pathp is denotedtopology respectingif every

edge in the path is also an edge inG.

A route is a pair consisting of an address block and an AS path.Given an address blockb and a

pathp = (a1, a2, . . . , ak), the router for b andp is written asr = (b, p) or asr = (b; a1, a2, · · · , ak).

Considering the latter as a sequence,ri, i ≥ 0, denotes theith element of the sequence andr≤

i denotes the

subsequence ofr from r0 to ri, inclusive. Note thatr0 = b, and that fori ≥ 1, ri = (b, pi), andr≤

i = (b, p≤

i ).

These definitions will be useful when defining the cryptographic mechanisms for protecting entire routes.

3.4 Signatures and Set-Membership Proofs

For completeness, recall the definition of a signature scheme. A signature scheme consists of three functions:

1. a randomized generation algorithmG that takes as input a security parameter (e.g., the desired length

of the output)and generates a public/private key pair(pk, sk);

2. a signing algorithmS that takes as input a secret keysk and a valuea and computes a signatureσ;

and,

3. a verification algorithmV that takes as input a public keypk, a valuea, and a signatureσ and outputs

“accept” or “reject”.

G, S, andV satisfy the following signature-correctness condition. For all (pk, sk) generated byG and all

stringsa, if σ = S(sk, a), thenV (pk, a, σ) =“accept”.

Before defining set-membership proofs, we first give the motivation and intuition. We first note that

the “signer” for a set-membership proof must commit to the values of the set ahead of time. But having
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done that, the signer needs only to perform one public key signature computation and that same signature is

used to produce the set-membership proof for each element ofthe set. Likewise, any verifier needs only to

perform one public key signature validation in order to validate all the membership proofs for the elements

of the set. This can result in significant computational savings. In our setting, such savings are dependent

upon whether the set of AS paths that a router in an AS announces over time is sufficiently stable that the

router can optimistically commit to that set of paths (or a superset of its current “announcing” set) and not

require announcing too many paths not in that set. The size and stability of sets of AS paths is studied

carefully in the next section. A comparison of computational and bandwidth costs of several varieties of

attestation follows in the subsequent section.

Definition 1. A membership proof scheme consists of a signature scheme(G,S, V ), and three additional

algorithms:

1. The set-tag functionT takes a setA and a random stringr, and produces two values:T0 = τ , denoted

the set tag, andT1 = kτ , denoted the set-tag key.

2. The membership-proof algorithmP takes as input an elementa and a keyk, and outputs a stringπ,

denoted the membership proof.

3. The set-tag-extraction functionE takes as input an elementa and a stringπ, and outputs a stringτ .

T , P , andE satisfy the following correctness condition. For allr, all setsA, and each elementa of A,

if T (A, r) = τ, k, andP (a, k) = π, thenE(a, π) = τ . In other words, this says that for each element of

a set, if a membership proof for the element is created using alegitimate set-tag key for that set, then the

string extracted from that membership proof will be the legitimate set tag for the set.

A signer uses a membership-proof scheme as follows. For a given setA, the signer first computes

T (A, r) = τ, kτ . It then computesS(sk, τ) = σ. At that point it can make(A, τ, σ) public. It stores(τ, kτ )

in memory (i.e.,kτ remains secret). Given a set tagτ and an elementa, whereτ is a set tag previously

computed, the signer creates a membership proof by first retrieving kτ from memory and computing the

membership proofP (a, kτ ) = π. The signer then makesa andπ public.

A verifier uses a membership-proof scheme as follows. Given the public key of the signer and an element

a, a purported membership proofπ, and a set tag and its purported signature(τ, σ), the verifier first computes

E(a, π) and verifies it is equal toτ , then runs the signature verification algorithmV (pk, τ, σ). The verifier

accepts ifV accepts.
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Definition 2. A signature scheme is(k, T, ǫ) secure against existential forgery if it also satisfies the follow-

ing security requirement. An adversary is allowed to seek (message, signature) pairs where the messages

can be chosen by the adversary adaptively. No adversary running in time at mostT can generate a message,

signature pair that passes the verification except with probability at mostǫ.

A set-membership proof is defined similarly. It consists of three functions,G′, S′, andV ′: 1) a random-

ized key generation algorithmG′ takes as input a security parameter (e.g., the desired length of the output)

and a set of elements,A, and generates a public/private key pair(pk′, sk′); 2) a signing algorithmS′ that

takes as input a secret keysk′, a setA, and an element of the seta, and computes a set membership proof

π; and, 3) a verification algorithmV ′ which takes as input a public keypk′, a valuea, and a proofπ and

outputsacceptor reject. Note that ifa is not inA thenS′ outputs⊥.

G′, S′, andV ′ satisfy the following correctness condition. For allA and all(pk′, sk′) generated byG on

A, and all stringsa ∈ A, if π = S′(sk′, A, a), thenV ′(pk′, a, π) = “accept”.

Definition 3. A set-membership proof scheme is(k, T, ǫ) secure against existential forgery if it also satisfies

the following security requirement. An adversary is allowed to ask for public keys to be generated for sets

of its choosing. The adversary is then allowed to see the signatures fork (set, set element) pairs where the

pairs can be chosen by the adversary adaptively. No adversary running in time at most T can generate a

(signature, set element, public key) triple that passes verification, except with probability at mostǫ.

The above definition of a set-membership proof scheme may be modified to include ancillary informa-

tion about the set. That is, the signing algorithm may be modified to include this ancillary information

about the set as input. If this is the case, the verification algorithm must be modified as well to include this

ancillary information for proper verification.

A secure set-membership proof scheme can be constructed from a secure signature scheme and a hash

function secure against second preimage attacks (for random domain elements). The advantage of a set

membership proof scheme over a signature scheme is that in practice for both the signer and the verifier,

the expensive public key computations need only be done onceand then cached for any given set.4 This

efficiency comes at the price of larger space requirements but we note that the size of the membership proofs

can be made logarithmic in the cardinality of the set. An example of a set membership proof system is the

combination of Merkle hash trees and public key signatures as in the example above.
4This is not transparent from the abstract description of a set membership proof scheme above. A formal description of a set

membership proof scheme that explicitly breaks out the public key computations is cumbersome and omitted here for brevity.
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An important property of a set-membership proof scheme to highlight is that the signer only needs to

computeT andS once, regardless of how many set elements it will eventuallycompute membership proofs

for. That is, the cost of one public key signature computation can be amortized over the cost of many set-

membership proofs. Likewise, a verifier needs only to run thesignature verification algorithm on one valid

(τ, σ) pair. It can cache the positive result usingτ as a key. Subsequent membership proofs with set tag

τ require only the verifier to runE, which is not a public key algorithm. Thus, the cost of one public key

signature verification can be amortized over the cost of manyset-membership verifications. In subsequent

sections, we analyze the amortization savings that can be realized in practice on real BGP data streams.

Note that a membership proof scheme can be used as a signaturescheme by settingA to be a singleton

set.

We remark that an expiration time or validity period can be imposed on the membership proof system of

a set by computingσ as a signature of both the set-tag and an expiration time or validity period, respectively.

It is well known that these membership proof schemes are secure in the sense above if the primitives on

which they are based are secure; that is, if the signature is secure against existential forgery, the functionf

is one way, and the hash function is second preimage resistant.

3.5 Route Attestation Tags

An attestation by an identityx about a stringα is denotedA(x;α). An attestation is either a secure signature

signed by the secret key ofx or it is a membership proof ofα by the identityx (using the secret key ofx).

We will denote an attestation byx about a stringβ to an identityy by A(x;β : y). This is just an attestation

A(x;α) with α = β : y. Attestations may also have timestamps or expiration times. These may be used, in

part, as anti-replay mechanisms. For purposes of exposition, we do not include timestamps in the notation.

We defer discussion of replay to later in this section.

Definition 4. For a given route we define aroute attestation tagor RAT , as follows. ARAT takes as an

input a router = (b, p). RAT (r) is a sequence of attestations defined recursively as follows.

RAT (r≤

i ) = RAT (r≤

i−1
), A(pi−1; r

≤

i : pi)

for i = 2, ..., |p|. The base case isRAT (r≤

1
). This is the origin authentication tag, or OAT, for ownership

of the address blockr0 = b by the AS with identifierp1. The semantics ofOAT (b, a) were discussed
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extensively in [21]. Briefly, theOAT (b, a) includes: a.) a chain of attestations from IANA to an organization

O attesting to the fact that the ownership of the address blockb has been delegated toO; b.) an attestation

by IANA that it has assigned the AS identifiera to O; and c.) an attestation byO that it has assigned the

address blockb to ASa.

As an example, letp = (a1, a2, a3, a4). Then

RAT (b; a1, a2, a3, a4) = OAT (b, a1),

A(a1; (b; a1) : a2),

A(a2; (b; a1, a2) : a3),

A(a3; (b; a1, a2, a3) : a4)

Note that the final attestation inRAT (b; p) is by the second to last AS in the path, i.e., by ASp|p|−1.

A RAT is valid only if all of the associated attestations are validand theOAT is valid. Note that

RATs as defined here are nearly identical to the definition of route attestations defined in [17]. The only

minor differences are the inclusion of the origin authentication tag and the slight generalization to allow

both signatures and set-membership proofs in the individual router attestations.

We denote the concatenation of a router = (b; p) and an ASa by r.a, where this is just the route given

by the pair(b; p.a), i.e., the path ofr extended by one hop toa.

Definition 5. A route r = (b, p), and an accompanyingRAT (r.a′), when received in an update over an

eBGP session by a router in ASa is considered valid only if:

1. a = a′,

2. p.a is almost simple,

3. theRAT of r.a is valid, i.e., the pair(r.a,RAT (r.a)) validates, and

4. the route was received over an authenticated eBGP sessionwith a router in ASa∗ wherea∗ must equal

the last AS in the AS pathp, i.e.,a∗ = p|p|.

As defined above, a router that announces its new best AS path for a given address block to all of its

neighbors must send a slightly different attestation to each of its eBGP neighbors. That is, to announce the
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router it must sendr,RAT (r.a) to an eBGP peer in ASa, andr,RAT (r.a′) to an eBGP peer in ASa′

etc. At first glance this may seem unnecessary. However, different routers in the same AS may announce a

different best AS path for the same prefix. If when advertising the router, the router simply attested to the

route up to and including its AS, it is easy to construct casesin which upstream routers can forge routes [32].

A similar reason argues for the requirement that the prefix beincluded in all of the attestations of aRAT .

The alternative is to have the attestations in theRAT include only the AS path and to separately include

the origin authentication tag for the prefix and origin AS. However, such a scheme allows for the following

type of attack. Suppose a router in ASb receives routes for two different prefixes both originated by AS a,

e.g,(b; a.p.b) and(b′; a.p′.b) and the origin authentication tags bindingb andb′ to a. If the attestations in

theRATs contain the appropriate AS path prefixes but are not required to contain the address block, then

the router in ASb can createRATs that will validate for routes it did not receive. In this example the router

can create a validRAT for (b; a.p′.b) and(b′; a.p.b), thus altering in an undetected fashion the routes for

the prefixesb andb′.

Note that in order for a router in ASa to check the validity ofRAT (r.a), it is not sufficient for the router

to simply have the certified value of the public key of its eBGPneighbor that sent it the route. The router

must have the certified public keys of all ASes in order to check the attestations of each AS in the route.

Here we assume a PKI provides each router with the certified public keys of all ASes. For a discussion of

such a PKI see [42].

We now address the issue of the security guarantee provided by theRAT construction. Intuitively, we

would like to say that as long as the attestation scheme used in aRAT is not existentially forgeable, then

thatRAT scheme is not existentially forgeable in the sense that an adversary cannot create a valid (route,

RAT ) pair that it has not previously seen. Unfortunately, it is not quite that simple. This is due to the fact

that every AS, including malicious ones, are able to extractor extend valid(r,RAT (r)) pairs sent to them

legitimately in several ways. For example, from a valid route attestation forr, it is easy to extract a valid

route attestation tag for each prefix ofr, i.e.,r≤

i for i = 1, · · · , |r|. This follows directly from the recursive

definition. As another example, if a router in ASa receives a valid pair(r.a,RAT (r.a)), then a (possibly

different) router ina can compute a validRAT (r.a.a′) for any neighboring ASa′. This is due to the fact

thatRAT (r.a.a′) = RAT (r.a), A(a; r.a : a′) whereRAT (r.a) is given to ASa andA(a; r.a : a′) is an

attestation bya itself. Moreover, since AS padding is allowed in BGP,a can form valid RATs for the form

RAT (r.ai.a′) for any neighboring ASa′ and anyi ≥ 1, whereai is a repeatedi times. Let us call these
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extensions of a RATtransit extensions.

Below we will define all possible transit extensions of a given set of routes. Then we will show that if

the adversary can compute a validRAT for a route that is neither in the set of routes for which it hasseen a

valid RAT , nor in the set of its transit extensions for those routes, then the adversary must have computed

an existential forgery of an attestation.

Let P be a set of AS paths. Since all “good” routers check whether a path is almost simple, as-

sume without loss of generality that all the paths inP are almost simple. Denote the transit extensions

of P by x asTE(P, x). We define it iteratively as follows. First, for eachp ∈ P all of the prefixes

of p are added toTE (P, x), including p itself. Now, for eachp ∈ TE(P, x), except for those that

containx, add the setp.{x}∗ and the setp.{x}+.Qp,x to TE (P, x), where{x}∗ = {xi | i ≥ 0} and

{x}+ = {xi | i ≥ 1}. HereQx,p is ASN minusx and minus the ASes inp and is defined so that all

of the extensions are almost simple paths. As an example, if(a, b, x, x, d, ) is in P, then we first add

(a), (a, b), (a, b, x), (a, b, x, x), (a, b, x, x, d) to TE(P, x). Next we add the following paths toTE (P, x)

(a), (a, x), (a, x, x) . . . , (a, b), (a, b, x), (a, b, x, x) . . . ,

(a, x, b), (a, x, x, b) . . . , (a, b, x, c), (a, b, x, x, c) . . . ,

(a, x, c), (a, x, x, c) . . . , (a, b, x, d), (a, b, x, x, d) . . . ,

...
...

...
...

Note that as definedTE (P, x) containsP.

Definition 6. A secureRAT is defined as follows. An adversarial ASx is given access to aRAT oracle.

That is,x can query theRAT oracle on routesr of its choice in a dynamic fashion and receiveRAT (r) for

each of its queries. LetP be the set of such routes. ARAT forgery byx is a valid(r,RAT (r)) pair for

somer not inTE (P, x), the set of transit extensions ofP. A RAT is secure if no time bounded adversary

with access to aRAT oracle can compute aRAT forgery except with negligible probability. This definition

of security can be parameterized in the standard fashion by atime bound, a query bound, and a probability

bound but we omit the details of this parameterization here.These definitions lead to the main security

lemma forRATs.

Lemma 1. If x has a strategy for efficiently computing aRAT forgery then there is an efficient strategy for

computing an attestation forgery.
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Proof. Let P be the set of paths for which the adversaryx has received validRATs. By definition, from

this set ofRATs, x can compute a validRAT for each path in the transit extension ofP, TE(P, x).

Let (r,RAT (x)) be x’s RAT forgery. That is,(r,RAT (x)) is a valid (route,RAT ) pair butr is not in

TE (P, x).

Lets be the route inTE(P, x) that has the longest matching prefix withr of all of the routes inTE(P, x)

and letp be that matching prefix path. Note that the construction ofTE (P, x) is such that all of the prefixes

of s are inTE(P, x) and thusr cannot be a prefix ofs. Thus, eithers = p is a prefix orr, in which case

|s| = |p| < |r|, or r≤
|p| = s≤

|p| = p ands|p|+1 6= r|p|+1. By definition,p|p| = r|p| is the last element of the

prefix.

Note that adversary can extract easily theRAT for r≤

|p|+1
from theRAT for r just via the recursive

definition. The last attestation inRAT (r≤

|p|+1
) is simplyA(r|p|; r

≤

|p| : r|p|+1).

By definition ofp and the fact that|r| > |p|, r≤

|p|+1
is not inTE (P, x). Hence,A(r|p|; r

≤

|p| : r|p|+1) is not

in anyRAT (q) for q ∈ TE (P, x). ThusA(r|p|; r
≤

|p| : r|p|+1) is an attestation forgery under the condition

thatr|p| 6= x. (Clearly, if r|p| = x, x can legitimately computeA(x; r≤

|p| : r|p|+1).)

We now argue thatp|p| = r|p| 6= x. To see this, suppose that in factp|p| = x. Then all extensions ofp

by one ASa such thatp.a is almost simple are also inTE (P, x). But in such a casep.a must be a prefix of

r for somea, contradicting the maximality ofp.

The implication of the lemma is that if the attestations are secure as per the definitions above, then the

route attestation tag will be secure as per the definition above. The security lemma and proof can be easily

modified to include security parameters. That is, the above lemma can be extended to give the security

parameters of theRAT scheme as a function of the security parameters of the underlying attestation scheme.

Note that the adversarial model and proof of security are quite strong. They allow an adversarial ASx

to seeRATs for any routes of its choosing including, for example, routes that do not correspond to actual

topology and routes that may have already transitedx and continued for several more hops. Ifx is colluding

with another AS, it may indeed be able to see the latterRATs. The security model protects against forgeries

even with this type of collusion. It is better, of course, to overestimate the power of an adversary since it

is always difficult to bound the information that a determined adversary can uncover. Even with this more

powerful model, the security ofRATs reduces to the security of the underlying attestations.

It is possible to capture the case of several ASes colluding with definitions and a security lemma similar
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to that above. However, the definitions are more complex and are omitted here. But, intuitively suppose a

set of adversariesX is given validRATs for a set of pathsP of their choosing. The transit extensions of

P, TE (P,X), consist of all of the almost simple paths for which the adversaries can derive validRATs

from the validRATs for the paths inP. If the adversariesX can succeed in computing a valid (route,RAT )

pair for a route not inTE (P,X) then they have succeeded in computing aRAT forgery. As long as

it is computationally difficult to forge an attestation withnon-negligible probability, it is computationally

difficult for the adversariesX to compute aRAT forgery with non-negligible probability.

3.6 Replay Attacks

The security discussion above does not take into account replay attacks. One approach to prevent replay is

for the sender to concatenate a strictly increasing value into the messages that it is authenticating and for the

verifier to keep the largest value seen thus far as state (and discard items that have value less than or equal to

it). Unfortunately, BGP announcements currently do not provide enough information to make this approach

work. For example, different routers in an AS can choose and announce different best paths for the same

prefix. Thus an upstream router may hear different paths for aprefix with the same AS in the AS path. Thus,

even if time stamps are securely bound to each AS in an AS path,there is no guarantee of monotonicity of

the time stamps even under normal operation.

The approach proposed by S-BGP [17] is for a router to includean expiration time in each of its attes-

tations. When the expiration time is passed, the attestation is no longer valid. Since aRAT is only valid

if all of its attestations are valid, aRAT times out whenever any one of the attestations in theRAT times

out. If a (route,RAT ) pair is about to expire due to the expiration time of a given router, that router can

re-announce that route before expiration with a new expiration time. While this does not completely defeat

replay attacks, it does limit them to a well-defined vulnerability window. However, there is an operational

tradeoff with security. If the vulnerability window is too small, the number of route announcements may

become excessive. A validity time that achieves a reasonable tradeoff is likely to be on the order of several

hours, but a detailed engineering analysis is required to set this time properly. We assume a modicum of

loose time synchronization among routers, and parameterization can help to determine the optimal window

size for minimizing replay attacks while allowing for clockskew in routers issuingRAT attestations. Our

attestations andRATs will follow the S-BGP approach.

A small change must be made to our prior set-up to allow for timestamps to be included in attestations.
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Definition 7. ConsiderA(ai; ri : ai+1|ci) as an attestation byai of the string(ri : ai+1|ci) whereci is

consideredancillary information. Of course, to verify this attestation, the verifier needsai’s public key and

the string(ri : ai+1|ci). Thus, we modify the recursive definition of aRAT slightly as follows:

RAT (r≤

i ) = RAT (r≤

i−1
), A(pi−1; r

≤

i : pi|ci−1), ci−1

Using this definition, it is easy to see that, along with the route r itself, RAT (r) contains sufficient

ancillary information to verify all of the attestations within theRAT .

3.7 Topology

As discussed above, although topology is not taken into account in the definition of a secureRAT , topology

does enter the picture in the fourth requirement for a valid (route,RAT ) pair; that is, the pair must have

been received over an authenticated eBGP session with a router in ASa∗ wherea∗ is the last AS in the path.

The requirement as stated only verifies a local topology condition, i.e., an eBGP neighbor relationship. The

intent of the requirement is to achieve routes that are topology respecting, as defined above. If every “good”

router obeys the four requirements the intent is nearly satisfied. The only deviation from topology respecting

routes that can be achieved is by a coalition of adversaries who may create arbitrary almost-simple subpaths

amongst themselves. Even in this case, however, when the route emerges from the adversarial coalition,

each good router that hears the announcement will enforce the veracity of the edge from the coalition router

and all subsequent edges will be topology respecting.

It is possible to strengthen requirement 4 of Definition 5 in amanner similar to soBGP[48]. Using an

in-band or out-of-band mechanism, routers can send signed statements attesting to their AS number and

those of their eBGP neighbors. In this manner, each router can maintain a relevant view of the BGP graph.

Requirement 4’ is then simply thatr is topology respecting with the respect to the certified eBGPedges

in the router. Of course, the coalition of adversaries can still create arbitrary almost-simple, topology-

respecting subpaths amongst themselves. The main difference between 4 and 4’ is that effectively, the

coalition must publicly commit to their subgraph ahead of time. Whether this commitment sufficiently

narrows the vulnerability enough to warrant the dissemination of certified eBGP edges is a question for

further study.
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3.8 Constructions

In this section, we describe the attestation schemes used byS-BGP and Nicol et al. In addition, we propose

a different attestation scheme and several variants. S-BGPattestations include a validity intervalI = [ts, te)

and are denotedA(a1; r : a2|I) As noted before, the S-BGP attestations are implemented as apublic key

signature. That is,A(a1; r : a2|I) = I, σ whereσ is the signature of the stringr : a2|I using the private key

of an ASa1.

Both the Nicol et al. scheme and our schemes are based on set-membership proofs. Nicol et al. make

crucial use of the fact that BGP-speaking routers do not continuously send BGP updates to their neighbors.

Instead, BGP-speaking routers group route updates into 30-second intervals, and only send these updates

to their neighbors at the end of the 30-second interval. For agiven router in ASa, defineRt to be the

set of all tuples(r : a′) such that router is sent by the given router in an eBGP update to a router ina′

in the 30-second interval ending at timet. The routers in this scheme create set-membership proofs for

the setRt for each timet that ends an interval. As discussed previously, ancillary information can be

included in a set-membership proof. In this case, both the time of the updatet and the expiration time of the

announcementste are included. Letπα be the set-membership proof forα ∈ Rt. Then for eachα ∈ Rt

the attestationA(a;α|[t, te)) is simply (πα, [t, te)). Since the router is sending the attestations for each

α ∈ Rt, this set of attestations can be more parsimonious than the collection of individual attestations (we

omit details for brevity). Nonetheless, as (route, attestation) pairs for routes represented inRt are forwarded

downstream in the appropriateRAT for an extension of the route, the amortized length of the encoding of

(πα) will increase. This is because fewer and fewer of the attestations for elements ofRt will be included

in downstream updates.

Our scheme is similar to Nicol et al. in that we also use set-membership proofs. However, the method

with which we choose to aggregate updates into sets is different. Assume for now that a router in ASa

knows in advance all of the routes it will send during time interval I = [ts, te]. That is, letTI be the set

of all tuples(r : a′) where the router was sent by the given router to a router ina′ within the intervalI.

Within the intervalI, when the router needs to compute the attestationA(a;β|I), for β ∈ TI , it computes

the set-membership proofπ from β, TI , and ancillary informationI. The attestation forβ is (π, I). Of

course, a router cannot know in advance all of the routes it will receive in an intervalI. However, as we will

show in subsequent sections, for BGP updates, the past is a fairly accurate predictor of the future. Thus the
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setTI is an approximation based on past history of the routes that will be needed for updates in periodI.

When the router needs to send an attestation for a route not inTI , it simply computes an S-BGP attestation.

If TI is required to have a maximum size bound, as it must, then there are a variety of caching strategies for

maintainingTI from one interval to the next.

As we will see, for reasonably sized intervalsI, the setTI can get quite big. However,TI can be

partitioned into smaller sets in a number of ways, and then a set-membership proof scheme can be applied

to each set. This affords a time-space tradeoff. For example, for all address blocksb in tuples inTI , let

Tb,I be the tuples that have address blockb. In what we denote theprefix scheme, the router creates set tags

and set-tag signatures for eachTb,I . And the attestations are membership proofs for the appropriate set and

member of that set. In another variant,TI is partitioned according to the origin AS. That is, we defineTa,I

as the elements ofTI that share the same origin AS. The scheme based on this partition is denoted theorigin

AS scheme.

A final variant of our scheme allows the expiration time of an attestation to be different from the expi-

ration time of the set-tag signature. For example, suppose we partitionI into k subintervals. Let the set of

intervals beK. Using the origin AS scheme as an example, for eachTa,I , the router creates a proof system

for the setTa,I × K. Note that since the size of membership proofs can be made to be logarithmic in the

size of sets, this only addslog |K| to the length of the membership proofs. In this case, the output of an

attestation is the same as above plus the particular subinterval used. That isI is used in the public key

signature validation ofσ and the subinterval is used to encode the leaf that the verifier must use.

Note that for every address block includes an empty path inTI . Within our setting, we consider a

withdrawal of an address block to be denoted by a route advertisement of that address block with an empty

path.

4 Path Stability

This section analyzes the central hypothesis upon which ourcryptographic constructions are based: the set

of paths for a prefix or emitted from an AS are small and stable over time, i.e., ASes exhibit path reference

locality. The following experiments evaluate pathdensity(number of distinct paths observed from peers

and other points across the Internet) andstability (rate of discovery of new paths). In these experiments,

we examine data from the 40 listening points of the Route Views [25] BGP repository. Each listening point
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Figure 3: Tail mass - CDF of tail mass for 40 Route Views listening points during February 2004.

Tail Mass Test Min (LP) Median (LP) Max (LP)

Prefix (h=10) 67 (#23) 1,178 (#8) 17,784 (#40)
Prefix (h=20) 0 (#23) 63 (#17) 3,027 (#40)

AS (h=10) 163 (#23) 1,135 (#8) 4,967 (#40)
AS (h=20) 10 (#23) 142 (#8) 1,701 (#40)

Table 1: Listening point tail mass

dataset represents a transcript of all UPDATE messages received by that monitored AS. point).

We are not the first to characterize path stability. Other studies use the available BGP data to investigate

the number of unique paths to a prefix assuming connectivity to two listening points over a single day [9], to

estimate the number of cryptographic operations required for prefix validation [46], to establish a delegation

hierarchy [21], and to examine address allocation and routing table growth [3], scalability of router mem-

ories [29] and table fragmentation [22], or to ascertain thestability of popular routes [40]. We found these

past analysis instructive but incomplete for our purposes.These analyses focused on instantaneous table size

or growth over time, or considered only a small subset of prefixes. The current work required a characteri-

zation of total unique paths an observer sees per-AS and per-prefix on a continuing basis. Hence, while past

studies largely focus on growth trends, our analysis required a finer characterization of pathchurn. Detailed

below, these requirements prompted the study of AS/prefixtail massand pathrates of discovery.

We begin our analysis by usingtail massto measure path stability. Tail massTh(k) is the number of

unique values above a thresholdh encountered by observerk. This study is concerned with number of

unique paths, so we calculate tail mass as the number of prefixes or ASes that have more thanh unique path

vectors associated with them. Intuitively, tail mass showshow many prefixes or ASes have a “large” number
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of paths associated with them (as defined by a thresholdh). The following is based on the analysis of the

217,707,968 updates observed by the 40 listening points during February 2004.

Figure 3 shows a cumulative distribution function of the prefix and AS tail masses of each listening point

when the threshold is 20 (h=20). A striking aspect of this data is its density, where 80%of the listening

points have a tail mass less than 500, and 67% have masses lessthan 200. This indicates significant stability

at the listening points.

Table 1 summarizes the most, least, and median-stable listening points as represented by tail mass,

measured across several experiments. The data suggests candidaterepresentativelistening points as models

for minimum, maximum, and typical stability. As such, we select listening point 23 (204.42.253.253) as

maximally stable (i.e., has the smallest tail mass), point 40 (81.209.156.1) as minimally stable, and point 8

(147.28.255.1) as typical in the following experiments.

We now use the representative listening points to more closely scrutinize path stability. Figure 4 shows

a CCDF for the unique number of paths observed by the listening point associated with various prefixes.

In the average case, less than 2% of prefixes have more than 10 paths associated with them, and less than

0.06% more than 20. In the worst case, 15.3% of prefixes have more than 10 unique paths, 2.57% have more

than 20, and 1.17% have more than 25.

Figure 5 shows a CCDF for the observation of unique paths by AS. Because the number of ASes a

listener sees is little more than 10% of the total number of prefixes seen, we would expect that the number

of unique paths per AS would be correspondingly larger than in the per-prefix case. However, the difference
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is not as pronounced because many prefixes originating from the same AS will have the same path. This

vector will be countedn times forn different prefixes, but only once if they all originate from the same AS.

For the average case, we found that 6.90% of ASes have more than 10 unique paths for at last one prefix in

the AS, and only 1.00% have more than 20 unique paths. In our worst case, 33.2% of ASes have more than

10 unique paths, 11.1% have more than 20, and 5.17% have more than 30.

The path lengths for the minimally stable listener (81.209.156.1), as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, are

considerably longer than for other listeners. Doing a WHOISlookup against the RIPE database shows that

the block 81.209.156.0/24 is used for loopbacks and point-to-point links within the USA, and is owned by

LambdaNet Communications Deutschland AG, of Hannover, Germany. A traceroute to the IP address shows

the router labeleddc-1.us.lambdanet.net, implying that it is located in or around Washington, DC

(the next-to-last hop is labeledashburn, likely referring to Ashburn, VA, making this assumption plau-

sible). It is not clear, however, why the router would see so many more unique paths. We posit the route

filtering of it and its peers followed a different policy frommost other routers, or perhaps there are other

factors at work. More study of this listener and its AS home (13237) may yield answers as to its unusual

behavior.

A final series of tests assess the stability of the set of observed paths. Centrally, these tests attempted to

estimate listening pointrates of discovery. The experiments compute the frequency with which new pathsare

observed. We classify newness with respect to the AS (new when the AS has never advertised the particular

path before) and prefix (the prefix has never been advertised with the path). Using the previously defined

listening points, we examine the period between January 2003 and March 2004; the rates of discovery are

shown in figures 6 and 7.

Two trends emerge from this study. First, there is nearly an order of magnitude difference between the

number of new paths discovered per AS versus per prefix. An AS can have many different prefixes, each

advertising the same AS path. Hence, when classification is done by origin AS, the path is only counted

once, versusn times forn different origin prefixes. Although difficult to observe in the figures, a second

trend shows strong discovery periodicity. We found that regular periods of little discovery corresponded to

weekends. The network is at its most stable on the weekend, and hence little activity was observable in the

BGP feeds.

The preceding results support our intuition that the set of known paths are not only stable over time,

but the amount of churn between known paths is relatively small. That is, the paths observed in operational
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AS as seen by multiple Route Views listening points,
Jan 2003 to Mar 2004.

environments are enormously dense and stable. Hence, thereis an opportunity to exploit the reference

locality. We explore how our constructions use this fact to implement efficient security in the next section.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the constructions defined in the proceeding sections via trace-

based simulation. We compare our solutions against S-BGP and its variants, and draw general conclusions

about the effectiveness of the proposed optimizations.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Developed specifically for this work, thepasimsimulator models a single AS on the Internet and measures

the computational and bandwidth costs associated with the validation of received paths. Computation is

measured by the number of signature validations, which dominate all other computational costs (e.g., buffer

handling, etc.) making them a good cost approximation. The simulations measure the amount of bandwidth

consumed by the received proofs, but do not consider bandwidth consumed by other non-security related

bandwidth costs (e.g., control traffic). We do not simulate the costs associated with the generation of proofs.

Because structures are signed with low frequency (days), these costs will be dominated by validation. The

simulations reported in this section use BGP update data collected during January 2004. Based on the results
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from the previous section, we ran simulations for the “typical” listening point (147.28.255.1).5

We simulate S-BGP route attestations and the signature amortization scheme proposed by Nicol et

al. [31], which groups route updates into intervals and sends when the 30-second BGP timer is triggered;

these updates are signed over a Merkle hash tree6. We contrast these schemes with simulations of our

constructions: the prefix scheme, origin AS scheme, and the all AS paths scheme as defined in the pre-

ceding sections.7 Each timed UPDATE in the trace data is played back to the simulated BGP router and

processed according to the simulation solution. Unless described otherwise, all tests in this section assume

that received signatures are hashed and kept in a 16 MB cache (described in further detail below), with

simulated tree-based proof systems regenerated every 24 hours and authentication proofs issued every hour,

absent changes requiring new attestations or signatures tobe generated (e.g., a change in the best path to a

destination, or the addition of one or more new paths to the path membership set).

The simulation of our tree-based proposed schemes requiresknowledge of all the paths advertised by

an AS, which cannot be determined from a single listening point (or even by the entire 40 that comprise

the Route Views corpus of data). One observation we make is that we are likely to see more unique paths

from those ASes we are closest to. We approximate this by assuming unique paths comprise 7/8 of the

paths observed from those ASes one hop away, 6/8 from ASes twohops away, etc., and adjust the tree size

appropriately.8 More precisely, ifu unique paths associated with a proof system for an ASh hops away are

seen, the proof system size is approximated to beu(2 − h/8), e.g.,h = 3, u = 16 → s = 16(13/8) = 26.

Note that an over or under estimate will affect the simulatedsize of the proofs, but will not impact the

amount of computational resources needed to validate them.

5.2 Simulation Results

Our initial simulations compare computation and bandwidthusage. Figure 8 shows the number of signatures

used by each scheme. S-BGP consumes the most computational resources validating signatures. The Nicol

optimization effectively reduces these costs by half. Thisdrop is due to the amortization of signatures

5We repeated the tests in the most and least stable listening points. In all cases, the costs scaled with the number of unique paths
and rates of discovery as discussed in the preceding section.

6As previously mentioned, we do not model the aggregate signatures introduced in [52] as these optimizations are orthogonal
to our main goal in comparing constructions; such optimizations are considered for future work.

7We simulated operation of the final variant of our scheme described in section 3, where expiration time of the attestationcould
be different from expiration time of the set-tag signature.The results differed from our origin AS scheme by a small factor. Hence,
for clarity we omit these results from the graphs.

8We conservatively chose 8, as we observed that paths of four or more hops from the core were typically originated by stub
ASes.
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across the 30-second time period. Interestingly, this indicates that, on average, only a few paths propagate

through an AS in a given time period. Because of the sustainedload, the data lets us posit that optimizations

over short periods (such as Nicol et al.) are likely to be lesseffective than longer periods, even if the

latter may require more resources (e.g., large structures,more retained state). The tree-based solutions

require fewer validations than S-BGP. The prefix solution reduces the load by about 1/3. This is the effect of

amortization over prefixes. Prefixes are largely stable and offer few paths, particularly over short time scales.

Announcements for most prefixes will only be observed one or afew times per day. Hence, there is little

opportunity to optimize. Note, however, that schemes such as SPV amortize costs in a fashion orthogonal

to ours. Using our constructions in conjunction with those schemes could potentially reduce computational

costs even further. The remaining AS path optimization schemes dominate all others: the origin paths
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scheme represents an 86.3% reduction, and the all paths a 97.3% reduction in signature validations over

S-BGP. In a given 24 hour period, the maximum number of signatures encountered will be two times the

number of active ASes (assuming that all path proofs expire at some point during the day, and are recreated).

The origin paths are somewhat more costly because they fail to fully exploit the opportunity to amortize cost.

Hashing typically consumes vanishingly small amounts of computational resources compared to signa-

ture validation; it is approxmiately 1,000 times faster than RSA signature validation [9]. However, in some

schemes, hashing can be performed frequently enough that itpotentially impacts performance. For instance,

we found in theall-path construction, because the tree was so large, the computational cost was equivalent

to one and a half signature validations. However, in all other cases, hashing was dominated by the signature

validation costs.

Figure 9 shows theinstantaneous rateof signature validations, to model how many updates per minute

are processed by the router for a three hour period at the beginning of January 2004 (the time-scale has been

shortened to ensure readability of the graph). We found manybursts where many validations are necessary

per minute, particularly in the prefix scheme (where on average a burst would require less than 30 signature

validations, but rare peaks would require a hundred or more). The origin scheme, which strikes the best

compromise between validations and bandwidth, generally requires under 10 validations per minute, or one

every six seconds on average.

Figure 10 shows the number of validations required for the origin scheme at the three listening points.

The listening point demonstrating worst-case behavior hasa number of bursty points with significant num-
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bers of validations required; however, this burstiness is evident in all schemes and is constant across listening

points.

Demonstrated in Figure 11, the bandwidth costs are largely the inverse of signature costs. S-BGP con-

sumed far less bandwidth than the other approaches, becauseit generates small proofs. The prefix and

Origin AS approaches were significantly more costly, consuming 3.35 and 3.57 times more resources than

S-BGP, respectively. Interestingly, Nicol was second onlyto the all path scheme in consuming resources.

The Nicol scheme creates a tree for every 30-second quantum,and subsequently sends a potentially large set

of succinct proofs every period. The all path scheme was by far the most costly approach, consuming about

6 times as much bandwidth as S-BGP. In this case, the average bandwidth consumed per 6 hour period is 77

kilobytes. However, this approach may be prohibitive due toshort bursts, which required as much as 139

megabytes in a single minute.

Any path authentication scheme must allocate storage resources for security relevant state (e.g., cryp-

tographic proofs). In S-BGP, the additional space requirements to hold route attestations is estimated to be

between 30 and 35 MB per BGP peer, though it is suggested that memory requirements in asymmetric peer-

ing relationships, such as between a large ISP router and a number of smaller peers, would be lower [14].

The storage requirements of the schemes proposed in this paper are unique to their design. Recall that the

prefix approach requires every prefix to have a proof structure, while the all path approach requires a proof

per AS; these two schemes form maximal and minimal requirements, respectively. Our simulations show

that the total cost of storingall proofsacross all peers ranges from approximately 55-60 MB for the prefix

scheme to under 10 MB for the all path scheme. In the origin AS scheme, the total cost is approximately 25

MB.

The simulations illustrated in Figure 8 assume a proof cacheof 16 MB. In our simulation model, this

cache is separate from the storage space for the full set of proofs. We make this design decision so that

the cache could be accessed more rapidly by the router as partof its fast path packet processing, but retain

access to the proofs in stable storage (as needed for announcement creation). The additional stable storage

costs are not onerous, and could likely be stored in memory itself on larger routers. Alternately, even smaller

routers (e.g., Cisco 3600 series) include slots for flash memory, and are capable of accepting cards with 256

MB or greater, well above the requirements of our scheme. We assume that in real systems, to keep the

cache size at a minimum, a hash of a received signature is stored in cache, rather than the signature itself.

The router hashes the signature of an incoming update and checks whether it appears in the cache. If it is, a
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signature validation is not necessary. Hashed signatures are expired from the cache on a LRU basis. When

sending an update, the full proofs to be sent are retrieved from stable storage.

For simplicity, we assume a single-level cache, where if thesignature hash is dropped from the cache, a

revalidation is necessary. Multi-tiered caches, where theverified signature would be kept in another level of

memory if it expired from the cache, would serve to decrease the cost of signature validations further. These

and other optimizations related to router architecture aredeferred for future work.

6 Discussion

6.1 Incremental Deployment

A major difficulty of retrofitting security is the need forincremental deployment. Simply put, there are large

portions of the Internet that will adopt solutions slowly ornot at all. Any feasible solution must be designed

such that communities of interested parties can work collaboratively to provide a working, secure system.

Moreover, functionality can not come at the expense of poorly equipped enterprises. Such approaches

would disenfranchise people and networks, and reduce universality of the Internet. However, those who do

not participate need not receive benefit from deployment.

Past systems such as IRV [5] addressed incremental deployment by performing securityout-of-band.

They allow parties to exchange data without any change to BGP. Those who wish to exchange security

relevant data do so freely over any mechanism that is available and convenient. However, this approach only

works when the network is otherwise healthy or alternate channels are available. psBGP takes another tack

in which the parties police each other’s activities [46]. The incremental deployment approach in psBGP

is one of a mutual embrace: like soBGP, communities of peers must work in concert to achieve a larger

security posture.

We adopt this latter scheme, where communities of like-minded organizations will organically form

unionsof ASes. These unions will mutually authenticate credentials to be used in the issuance of proofs of

authentication, as formally discussed in section 3. At the protocol layer, we adopt a similar strategy to S-BGP

of signing transitions to and from non-adopting ASes. Of course, knowing which ASes are participating in

the protocol is essential for ascertaining the validity of received routes. In a sense, our approach is similar to

the S-BGP protocol, and as such can make use of its proceduresand structures for incremental deployment.

S-BGP purposefully specifies that the route attestation be defined as a transitive discretionary (optional)
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attribute in BGP-4 for both eBGP and iBGP updates [16]. In this way, routers that have not implemented

route authentication can simply ignore the Route Attestation Tag but are nonetheless required to forward it

to the upstream routers. We address here the security implications of incremental deployment.

ASes that wish to deploy path authentication must generate public/private key pairs for use by their

routers in computing attestations and be granted bindings (certificates) between their AS number and public

key values by the relevant PKI [42]. Any AS can, of course, verify attestations without themselves having

their own certified public/private key pairs. They need onlyknow the public keys and certificates of the

current “certified attesters.” Given that the primary security benefit derives from verification and the primary

cost derives from computing attestations, we assume that every certified attester is also a verifier.

We assume for now that every certified attester knows the AS number of every other certified attester.

The definition of aRAT must be modified slightly as follows. Forr = (b; p1, . . . , p|p|)

RAT (r≤

i ) =











RAT (r≤

i−1
), A(pi−1; r

≤

i : pi) whenpi−1 is a certified attester, and

RAT (r≤

i ) otherwise.

As an example, letp = (a1, a2, a3, a4), wherea1 anda3 are certified attesters. Then

RAT (b; a1, a2, a3, a4) = OAT (b, a1), A(a1; (b; a1) : a2), A(a3; (b; a1, a2, a3) : a4).

Note thata3’s attestation is over the entire path, not just the subset ofthe paths that are certified attesters.

This issue of incremental deployment of origin authentication tags was discussed extensively in [21].

Of course, a subpath of the actual AS path traversed by a routethat goes through ASes that are not

certified attesters can be spoofed to appear to be a differentsubpath. However, that subpath is constrained

to be an almost simple subpath consisting only of ASes that are uncertified attesters. In addition, verifiers

can apply other topological constraints of which they are aware. For example, we assume that certified

attesters use authentication on their eBGP session and can thus validate the AS number of the AS sending

the update over that BGP session. Hence, in the example above, althougha2 is not a certified attester, given

the structure of theRAT and the topological constraint imposed bya3, a2 cannot insert an almost simple

subpath into the route. In the above setup, as the number of certified attesters increases, the set of spoofable

subpaths decreases and the security incrementally increases.

We return to the assumption that all certified attesters knowthe AS numbers of the other certified at-
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testers. This is an important requirement. Without it, at any time, a certified attester may simply pretend

to be uncertified and start spoofing subpaths. In such a case, there can be no guarantee of incremental gain

in security as the number of certified attesters grow. At a high level, it is natural for the PKI to distribute

the public key certificate of a newly certified attester to allof the existing certified attesters. After all, this

certificate is needed by the existing attesters to verify theattestation of the newly certified attester. Thus, the

requirement is completely natural. Note that it introducesa slight modification to the verification procedure

for validating aRAT , as all AS numbers of certified attesters in a route must be accompanied by the appro-

priate attestation; otherwise, theRAT is invalidated. The issues concerning the mechanisms and tradeoffs

for distributing the certificates is extremely important but beyond the scope of this paper.

6.2 Worm-holing

PreventingWorm-holingis enormously difficult. There is nothing preventing an AS from achieving an arbi-

trary connectivity, and as such there is little one can do within a security protocol. Protocols such as soBGP

do an approximate job of prevention by authenticating the network structure in the topology database. This

prevents transient AS compromise from affecting the systemas a whole, but does nothing against the truly

adversarial AS. We argue that the real solutions to worm-hole prevention lie in good network management.

For example, a large ISP should, and often does filter multi-hop advertisements from stub ASes (ASes with

no other connectivity other than that provided by the ISP). Taken more generally, experience and formal

relationships between networks are accurate sources of information for what constitutes good and bad con-

nectivity.

6.3 Validation Optimizations

Kent et al. [15] have suggested a path validation optimization aimed at reducing the load on validating S-

BGP speaking routers. This optimization dictates that paths are validated only when they are selected as the

best paths. However, it is not clear the degree to which this optimization will mitigate the computational

costs of S-BGP. Consider an ASA with k neighbors. Any prefixp will be reachable throughj neighbors,

where0 ≤ j ≤ k, andj routes will be held by the AS. The fractional computational savingsf for a given

prefix on a given router over a period of time∆ is just the ratio of updates sent for that prefix during∆

divided by the total number of updates received for that prefix during∆. Of course,f will vary from router
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to router and prefix to prefix, butf is likely to be on the order of1/j for j defined above. For the data

collected in our study, the median number of unique paths perprefix was2.5 and the mean value was2.8.

A careful study off remains for future work. But we note here that the same optimization can be used for

our authentication proofs based on set-membership proofs.We will also achieve a factorf computational

speedup. That is, when the optimization is applied to both schemes, the ratio of the computational overheads

will remain the same.

7 Related Work

Interdomain routing security has been studied for some time[34, 43], but comprehensive and efficient solu-

tions remain elusive. The following considers how several of these efforts address path security.

Possibly the most comprehensive solution advanced to date,the Secure Border Gateway Protocol (S-

BGP) [17, 16, 42] uses a public key infrastructure to supportthe authentication of routing artifacts. The

S-BGP PKI maintains certificates for each AS and S-BGP-speaking router. Every router includes aroute

attestationwith each advertisement. The route attestation is a signed statement of the AS identity, the paths,

the prefix and the AS to which the announcement is directed. The S-BGP speaker also includes the route

attestation of the route on which the advertisement is based. This prevents an adversary from adding or

removing ASes from the path. While the authors of S-BGP have introduced a number of optimizations that

reduce resource consumption [15], the costs associated with it are viewed as limiting factor in many envi-

ronments [5, 9, 46]. For example, Nicol et al. showed that, under a set of timing and cost assumptions, such

costs can double the path convergence time [31]. However, Nicol et al. did not model optimizations reported

in [15]. It is not clear if and how the optimization would affect convergence times. While some argue that

co-processors and protocol optimizations may make computation feasible, storage remains a major prob-

lem. Kent estimates that S-BGP will require an additional 30-35 megabytes of storage per peer [14]. Such

costs are manageable in routers with a few peers, but are problematic in large ISPs or exchanges. However,

Kent further argues that there are asymmetric configurations where only a few routes are accepted (as in

customer/ISP peering), and hence these situations would require fewer resources.

Partially in deference to the costs associated with more comprehensive solutions, the soBGP and IRV

projects sought other means of addressing BGP security. ThesoBGP [30] protocol uses a topology database

to validate that advertised paths are consistent with the signed statements of connectivity between ASes.
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While this approach provides a limited security guarantee,it is effective in preventing a wide array of path

hijacking and worm-holing attacks. However, soBGP doesnot provide path authentication, but simply

implements a mechanism for detecting routes that are inconsistent with the authenticated topology. Philo-

sophically similar to the earlier routing registry projects [23], the Interdomain Routing Validation (IRV) [5]

project was motivated by the observation that any solution requiring a change to BGP was likely to be

adopted slowly, if at all. IRV servers use an out-of-band (e.g., external to BGP sessions) protocol to ex-

change validation information. IRV is reliant on the routing infrastructure to extract and exchange routing

data. Hence, unless some other infrastructure is put in place (e.g., static routes), the system is unable to

function when connectivity is not available.

Validation of prefix ownership is essential to secure BGP. Ifnot provided, an adversary canhijack

entire networks by simply advertising the prefixes associated with them. Originally studied by Kent et

al. [17, 42], an origin authentication (OA) service validates that an AS has the right to be the origin of a

prefix. In a later work, Aiello et al. extended the study of OA by considering the semantics and efficient

cryptographic constructions of origin authentication [21]. Principally, they explored formal semantics of the

use and delegation of the IP address space. The set of all delegations between ICANN [12], registries, and

organizations is modeled as a delegation hierarchy. Recently, van Oorschot et al. suggested an alternative

low-cost but weak form of origin authentication, in which all BGP neighbors police and attest to the validity

of the prefixes that an AS originates [46]. However, this is limited, as colluding ASes can forge origin

information.

Several proposals have sought efficient constructions for BGP security. Hu et al. introduced the concept

of cumulative authentication for securing route advertisements in path vector protocols [8]. They use the

TESLA timed key release authentication to validate announcements using low cost symmetric key cryptog-

raphy. TESLA is limited in that it requires tight time boundson message transmission, which is in conflict

with protocols built on asynchronous propagation protocols such as BGP. More recently, Hu et al. introduced

the Secure Path Vector Protocol (SPV) [9], which also seeks to implement BGP path security using low cost

cryptography. SPV creates cascading authenticators over many (low cost) one time signature structures.

The Whisper protocol [44] uses a mechanism that detects inconsistencies in received routes using RSA-

style [41] cryptographic operations. To simplify, any conflicts between routes received from multiple peers

emanating from the same original advertisement is detectable. Another approach that does not rely on a

PKI or any form of cryptography is Pretty Good BGP [13], whichrelies on the stability of pre-existing
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routes as an indicator of their veracity. Longer-lived, more stable routes are preferred over newly appearing

routes, which may require a secondary verification to determine if they are valid. Because of the lack

of provable security, this solution is considered a stopgapmeasure to provide a modicum of protection

until a cryptographic solution is implemented. Other solutions that provide an alert-based approach include

PHAS [19], a prefix hijacking alert system that examines routing updates from Route Views and RIPE

reposoties for changes in the origin and notifies the owner ofa prefix who registers with the service if

updates have changed. The system is incrementally deployable in that to join the system, a prex owner need

only register with the PHAS server; however, this server is also a single point of failure in the system, and if

it is compromised, it could send out numerous false alarms toprex owners. Hu and Mao [7] also examined

prefix hijacking and develoepd mechanisms for detecting real-time attacks by fingerprinting networks and

hosts. This approach relies on a real-time monitor for updates, which must be available during crticial

periods. Placing these monitors for optimal route coveragewas also considered [51].

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have explored a range of cryptographic optimizations for securing BGP paths. Centrally, we

exploit the stability of path advertisements to amortize cryptographic operations over many validations. This

stability is confirmed via empirical analysis: the number ofpaths used by a particular AS for a given prefix is

both small and largely constant over time. Through trace-based simulation, we show that our constructions

reduce the computational costs of path authentication by asmuch as 97% over existing approaches, and

show that other storage and bandwidth costs are nominal.

The problems of BGP security are sufficiently important to warrant discussion in the United States Na-

tional Strategy to Secure Cyberspace [33]. This work studies tradeoffs between computational, bandwidth

and storage costs for a range of BGP security path authentication mechanisms and is a step in a larger

communal effort to design and deploy BGP security. The ultimate goal is to develop a comprehensive

understanding of the security, cost, and manageability tradeoffs for BGP, to inform sound engineering deci-

sions for future deployments. To this end, we plan to extend our evaluations to a range of realistic network

environments, and to study the integration of optimizations suggested by others.
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